Natural Language Processing Techniques for Extracting and Categorizing Finding Measurements in Narrative Radiology Reports
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Summary
Background: Accumulating quantitative outcome parameters may contribute to constructing a healthcare organization in which outcomes of clinical procedures are reproducible and predictable. In imaging studies, measurements are the principal category of quantitative parameters.

Objectives: The purpose of this work is to develop and evaluate two natural language processing engines that extract finding and organ measurements from narrative radiology reports and to categorize extracted measurements by their “temporality”.

Methods: The measurement extraction engine is developed as a set of regular expressions. The engine was evaluated against a manually created ground truth. Automated categorization of measurement temporality is defined as a machine learning problem. A ground truth was manually developed based on a corpus of radiology reports. A maximum entropy model was created using features that characterize the measurement itself and its narrative context. The model was evaluated in a ten-fold cross validation protocol.

Results: The measurement extraction engine has precision 0.994 and recall 0.991. Accuracy of the measurement classification engine is 0.960.

Conclusions: The work contributes to machine understanding of radiology reports and may find application in software applications that process medical data.
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1. Introduction

There is an increasing emphasis on constructing a healthcare organization in which outcomes of clinical procedures such as interventions, treatments and imaging studies, are reproducible and predictable [1]. This challenge can be addressed by accumulating quantitative data points and providing workflow-relevant views on the data thus accumulated.

The purpose of this work is to develop and evaluate two natural language processing engines that extract measurements of organs and findings from narrative radiology reports and to categorize extracted measurements by their “temporality”, i.e. if they quantify an entity observed on the current exam, a prior exam or both. The engines are specified in two technical appendices. The work contributes to machine understanding of radiology reports and may find application in software applications that process medical data [2].

Natural language processing techniques have been applied on medical and radiological content either in the form of general-purpose systems [3, 4] or as targeted systems addressing one particular task [5–16]. To the best of our knowledge, measurement extraction and classification has not been studied before in the literature. MedLEE [3], a landmark general-purpose system for normalizing radiological narrative, does recognize measurements as a separate category of information items, but we are not aware of formal evaluations of its measurement extraction and normalization capabilities.

In imaging studies, measurements are the principal category of quantitative parameters [1]. In ultrasound studies, measurements are routinely made to assess if organs have pathological dimensions. In support of oncology care, measurements are one of the key parameters for tracking treatment response per the World Health Organization [17] and RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors) [18] guidelines. Two complementary surveys investigated the radiologists’ [19] and oncologists’ [20] views on measurement management, respectively. It was found that “most of the abdominal imagers at NCI-sponsored cancer centers dictate tumor measurements in routine clinical scanning” [19].

2. Methods

2.1 Corpus

Three sets worth respectively 34,626, 100 and 200 radiology reports was obtained from a 550-bed university hospital in the Midwest. Informed consent was waived by IRB (13–0379). The reports were authored with dictation technology (PowerScribe, Nuance, Burlington, MA). The corpus was anonymized using an extensive set of regular expressions that had been tuned to the hospital’s reporting style. After anonymization, the reports were subjected to a sentence boundary detection (SBD) engine that recognizes sections and sentences in narrative radiology reports. The first sentence of each section was matched against a list of known section headers and normalized with respect to five categories: comparison, technique, clinical history, findings and conclusions. The reports and derived section and sentence objects were persisted in a MySQL (Oracle) database.

2.2 Measurement extraction

2.2.1 Definition

A "measurement" was defined as a textual description of the dimensions of a one, two or three-dimensional entity. Sample measurements include "1.5 centimeters", "1.5 by 2.8 cm" and "1.5 x 2.8 x 2.1 cm". In the context of a sentence, a measurement was the complete textual description of all dimensions discussed in the sentence of one particular entity. For instance, in the sentence “The lesion currently measures 1.5 x 2.8 x 2.1 cm”, the strings "2.1 cm" and "2.8 x 2.1 cm" were not considered measurements. The measurement extraction engine essentially extracted a string from a given sentence, e.g. the underlined string in "Submandibular lymph node measures 5 x 5 mm". Ideally, all extracted strings were measurements as defined above.
2.2.2 Software development

A measurement extraction engine was developed based on the measurements in the 100-report set that is driven by a regular expression accounting for typical measurement syntax, ▶Appendix 1. The regular expression was basically a context-free grammar that permitted permutations of subexpressions that recognize floating numbers (e.g. “1.5”), product markers (e.g. “x” and “by”) and units (e.g. “mm” and “centimeters”). In this manner, “1.5 x 2.8 cm” was recognized as an admissible permutation, but “1.5 x 2.8 cm” was not. Each subexpression accounts for common variants. For instance, “1.5 by 2.8 cm” and “1.5 x 2.8 centimeters” were both recognized as variants of “1.5 x 2.8 cm” and were therefore accepted as measurements. The extraction engine was configured to find the longest string recognized as a measurement. In this manner, the string “2.8 cm” would not be extracted if “1.5 x 2.8 cm” appears in the sentence.

The extraction engine did not recognize numbers if they were represented by characters (e.g. “four centimeters”), as this style did not appear in our reports. This is presumably a consequence of the fact that all reports were authored with dictation technology.

2.2.3 Evaluation

To evaluate precision of the measurement extraction engine, we validated that the strings that have been extracted by the engine are indeed measurements and are complete (e.g. not only “5 mm” if the complete measurement is “5 x 5 mm”). To this end, we randomly selected 1000 strings extracted by the measurement extraction engine. Per extracted string, we determined if it is indeed a complete measurement in the sentence. If the extracted substring was incomplete, it was counted as a false positive. Precision was the number of true positives divided by 1000.

To evaluate recall, we randomly selected 200 reports in such a way that for 0 ≤ N ≤ 9, we had 20 reports from which N substrings were extracted by the measurement extraction engine. Per report, we counted the number of measurements and the number of measurements coinciding with an extracted string. Recall was the ratio of correctly extracted measurements.

2.3 Measurement classification

2.3.1 Definition

We introduce a measurement classification scheme in which the top-level concepts identify the nature of the quantified entity:

- Clinical finding: The measurement describes the dimension(s) of a clinical finding.
- Relative position (rel-pos): The measurement characterizes the position of one entity with respect to the position of another.
- Technique specification: The measurement specifies an aspect of the image data or one of its reconstructions.

Clinical finding measurements, or “finding measurements”, were subclassified in the following three classes:

- Current: The measurement refers to the current exam and not to the prior exam
- Prior: The measurement refers to the prior exam and not to the current exam.
- Comparison: The measurement refers to both the current and the prior exam within the scope of the sentence in which it appears.

The classification scheme is presented and illustrated by means of sample sentences in ▶Figure 1.

Measurements of class comparison, or “comparison measurements”, typically describe the dimensions of its finding on the current exam, but are compared qualitatively to the dimensions of the same finding the prior exam. Using a comparison measurement may be stylistically preferred to mentioning the dimensions of a finding on current and prior, when they are identical. That is, to avoid constructions like: “There is a 1.6 x 0.9 cm lytic focus in the right iliac wing, measuring 1.6 x 0.9 cm on prior exam.”

It is important to note that temporality of a measurement is solely determined by contents of the sentence in which it appears, not a wider context. Thus, according to this definition, the measure-
ment in the first sentence would be considered a comparison measurement whereas the measurement in the second sentence would be considered current:

- Submandibular lymph node measures 5 x 5 mm, grossly unchanged since prior examination.
- Submandibular lymph node measures 5 x 5 mm. Grossly unchanged since prior examination.

Obviously, the above two fragments reflect the same radiologic reality, but this is not accounted for in the described approach.

In our corpus, all technique specification measurements appear in the technique sections of the report. Since we shall only deal with measurements from the finding sections, this class will henceforth be ignored. Thus, every measurement has one of the following four classes: relative position (rel-pos), current, prior and comparison.

### 2.3.2 Development

The measurement classification engine consumed a measurement and converted it into an instance representation based on the measurement's internal structure and narrative context, i.e. the sentence in which it appears called the “containing sentence”. This instance representation was essentially a series of binary features. Once converted, the class of a given instance representation was determined based on a maximum entropy model, optimized on the four-class classification task based on training instances [21].

For each of the four classes, a feature encoded if the measurement appeared in a narrative context that is typically associated with that class. For instance, measurements appearing in the context of “there is a …” are generally current, whereas measurements appearing in the context of “previously measuring …” are generally prior. The narrative contexts are detected by means of regular expressions that account for lexical variations, which were constructed using the set of 200 reports disjoint from the ground truth.

For each class but rel-pos, a feature encoded if one or more keywords appeared in the containing sentence. For instance, we had “today”, “currently” and “now” as keywords for class current and “unchanged”, “larger” and “similar” for comparison. The lists of keywords were composed using a corpus of reports disjoint from the ground truth. ▶ Appendix 2 lists the narrative contexts and lists of keywords.

Finally, features represented the dimensionality of the measurement (e.g. “5 x 5 mm” is a two-dimensional measurement), and the number of measurements appearing in its containing sentence. For instance, from the sentence “The left kidney measures 13.1 cm with increased cortical echogenicity” the following binary features were extracted: measurement-is-1-dimensional, sentence-contains-1-measurement, measurement-appears-in-present-context (“measures …”), and sentence-contains-stable-keyword (“increased”).

### 2.3.3 Evaluation

A ground truth of 2000 labeled instances was created based on randomly selected sentences with measurements, independently of the sentences and measurements used for evaluating the measurement extraction engine. A subset of 200 instances was randomly drawn in such a way that 100 instances in the sample were classified as current, 40 as prior, 40 as comparison and 20 as rel-pos. A third-year radiology resident annotated this subset. The result is compared to the annotation of the same subset in the ground truth using multi-class $\kappa$ metric, a chance-adjusted measure for inter-rater agreement [22].

The measurement classification engine was evaluated against the ground truth in a 10-fold cross validation protocol, yielding a four-by-four confusion matrix. From this matrix follows the engine’s performance on several binary classification problems that were derived from the original four-class classification problem. Each such binary classification problem was obtained by lumping together one or more classes as the positive class (e.g. rel-pos) and lumping together the remaining classes as the negative class (e.g. current, prior, comparison). We determined the engine’s precision, recall, F-measure, accuracy (number of correctly classified instances divided by total number of instances) and $\kappa$ on each binary decision problem.

The measurement classification engine was previously compared against an (inferior) rule-based algorithm [23].
3. Results

3.1 Measurement extraction

In an initial evaluation, precision of the measurement extraction engine was 0.961 (1 922/2 000). Three types of errors stood out:

- Velocity or pressure measurements: “3.2 mmHg” or “3.2 mm/sec.” The initial recognizer would mark “3.2 mm” in both instances. This occurred 19 times.
- Spaces inside measurements: “2.1 x 3.2 cm.” The initial recognizer would match the string “2.1 x 3,” which is incomplete. This occurred 12 times.
- Units written out: “3.2 centimeters.” This occurred four times.

In a second evaluation on another 1 000 instances, after generalizing the regular expression so as to avoid the aforementioned errors (the result of which is given in Appendix 1), only six instances were incorrectly retrieved. This amounts to a precision of 0.994 (994/1 000). In the 200 reports, 891 measurement measurements were found, seven of which were not marked by the measurement recognizer. Thus, recall was 0.991 (884/891).

3.2 Measurement classification

Inter-rater agreement on the 200-instance random subset of the ground truth was $\kappa=0.933$ (95% confidence interval: 0.890–0.976). The confusion matrix of the classifier is given in Table 1. Accuracy of the classifier is 0.960 (1 365 + 166 + 259 + 133)/2 000). The confusion matrices for discriminating each class from the other classes are given in Tables 2–5, respectively. In a plausible use case scenario, the classification engine will be used to filter out new finding measurements, i.e. current and comparison measurements. The confusion matrix for separating current and comparison measurements from prior and rel-pos measurements is presented in Table 6. The performance of the classification engine on the derived binary classification problems is given in Table 7.

4. Discussion

4.1 Measurement extraction

Performance of the measurement extraction engine is very robust, showing that pattern recognition techniques suffice for recognizing measurements in radiological narrative. Errors were primarily due to uncommon ways of expressing measurements, as are exemplified by the following sentences in which the underlined substrings mark what was (incorrectly) extracted by the engine:

- … previously 4-mm on 5-Nov-2011 by 8mm …
- … now measures 8.6 x 5.9 cm transaxial x 4.4 cm craniocaudal …
- It measures today 5 x 1–2 x less than 2 mm …

4.2 Measurement classification

Inter-rater agreement is satisfactory ($\kappa=0.933$), indicating that the measurement classification scheme’s concepts were well defined and that the ground truth creation process was reproducible. Disagreement mostly concerned confusion between comparison instances on the one hand and current and prior instances on the other hand.

The measurement classification engine has near-perfect performance on separating relative position measurements from finding measurements (current/prior/comparison). In the one-against-all evaluation of rel-pos versus the finding measurement classes, F-measure was 0.985. Measurements from the third top-level concept in the classification scheme (technique specification measurements) can be detected easily as they only appear in technique sections, which can be recognized by an SBD engine. We conclude that natural language processing techniques can be used reliably to
automatically distinguish the top-level concepts in the measurement classification scheme (▶Figure 1).

Comparison measurements are hardest to distinguish for the classification engine. In the one-against-all evaluation of comparison against the other classes, the engine’s F-measure is 0.853, which is substantially poorer than its performance on the other two temporal orientation classes: F-measure 0.973 (current) and 0.957 (prior).

Confusion between current and comparison is the main source of error: 34 of the 80 misclassified instances are current mistaken for comparison, whereas 19 are misclassified the other way around. The third error category is constituted by 17 previous instances misclassified as current. These three error categories thus comprise 87.5% (70/80) of all misclassified instances. We discuss each error category below.

Error category 1: current instances misclassified as comparison, accounting for 42.5% (34/80) of all misclassified instances. The majority (82.3% [28/34]) of these misclassified measurements appeared as the sentence’s sole measurement, in a present context and together with a comparison keyword. This combination of features is apparently picked up as a typical way of expressing comparative measurements, such as “Submandibular lymph node measures 5 x 5 mm, grossly unchanged since prior examination.” Upon close examination, in the majority of these misclassified instances (67.9% [19/28]), the comparison keyword did not concern measurements (“Increased number of mediastinal lymph nodes, measuring up to 8 mm in short axis”) or not the particular measurement at hand (“No polyps 6 mm or larger seen anywhere in the colon”). This error source can be addressed by automatically detecting the semantic scope of the comparison keyword and ensuring that the measurement at hand is included therein.

Error category 2: comparison instances misclassified as current, accounting for 23.8% (19/80) of all misclassified instances. The majority (57.9% [11/19]) of these measurements appeared as one of the sentence’s two measurements, in a present context and together with a comparison keyword. A typical present measurement is the underlined string in the sentence “Submandibular lymph node measures 5 x 5 mm, previously measuring 7 x 7 mm.” It appears in a present context as one of two measurements and the sentence contains a comparison keyword. However, this reasoning pattern is incorrect if the comparison keyword addresses both measurements (“A 7-mm mass within the right upper outer quadrant and a 5-mm mass in the lateral left breast are stable”), which happened 11 times. This error source could be addressed by checking for the appearance of keywords like “both” and conjunctions of measured lesions (“… and …”) inside the sentence.

Error category 3: previous instances misclassified as current, accounting for 21.3% (17/80) of all misclassified instances. The vast majority of these instances (88.2% [15/17]) appeared in a previous context that the detector did not picked up because of ungrammaticalities (“These measurements are prior exam of 22.2 x 28.6-mm”) or lexical patterns that were not accounted for (e.g. the context pattern “as compared with … previously” in “Previously measured left periaortic lymph node currently measures 0.8 x 0.5 cm, as compared with 1.0 x 1.0 cm previously”). We hypothesize that the classifier assigns present as this is the most prevalent class for instances without previous context evidence.

4.3 Limitations

The ground truth was based on the reports of one single institution, which may have a measurement reporting style that is not necessarily consistent with that of other US-based institutes. The ground truth for the measurement extraction task was not assessed for inter-rater agreement and the ground truth for the measurement classification task was assessed by one reviewer. The work presents the results of a maximum entropy classifier, which is common in natural language processing domains with Boolean variables. However, comparison to classifiers from other paradigms may have been helpful for appreciating its achievements. Finally, to assess recall of the measurement extraction engine, reports with varying numbers of measurements were selected. The error analysis was not broken down along those lines as we considered that this factor was of insufficient interest to be presented in this work.
5. Conclusion

Accumulating quantitative outcome parameters may contribute to constructing a healthcare organization in which outcomes of clinical procedures are reproducible and predictable. In imaging studies, measurements are the principal category of quantitative parameters. We developed two natural language processing engines that extract and classify measurements from narrative radiology reports, respectively. Both engines displayed satisfactory performance in a formal evaluation. The more knowledge-intensive components of the engines have been made available in two technical appendices. The work contributes to machine understanding of radiology reports and may find application in software applications that process medical data.
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Fig. 1  Measurement classification scheme – Each class is illustrated by a sample sentence in which the measurement of that class is underlined.
### Table 1  Confusion matrix of the measurement classification engine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>1 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rel-pos</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>1 402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2  Derived confusion matrix for recognizing current measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>1 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not current</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>1 402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3  Derived confusion matrix for recognizing prior measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not prior</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4  Derived confusion matrix for recognizing comparison measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not prior</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5  Derived confusion matrix for recognizing rel-pos measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rel-pos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rel-pos</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not rel-pos</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6  Derived confusion matrix for separating current and comparison measurements from prior and rel-pos measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Current or comparison</th>
<th>Prior or rel-pos</th>
<th>SUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current or comparison</td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior or rel-pos</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>1589</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7  Performance of the measurement classification engine on the four one-against-all problems. Each column represents one derived problem in which the column’s header defines the positive instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Prior</th>
<th>Rel-pos</th>
<th>Current and comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-measure</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\kappa)</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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